
 

Minutes of the CERN Film Making  

Club Annual General Meeting for 2006 

 
Stefan Roesler 

17 December 2006  

 
 

1 Present 

Beate Schulze, Stefan Roesler, Quentin King, Markus Brugger, Chris Theis, Marco Silari, Kate Bradshaw, 
Leticia Martignon, Neal Hartman, Jacques Fichet, Eric Schaepers 

2 New Committee for 2007 

The members unanimously approved the new committee for 2007: 

 

President:  Jacques Fichet 

Vice-President: Quentin King 

Secretary: Stefan Roesler 

Treasurer: Markus Brugger 

Representative of the Club members: Leticia Martignon 

3 Decisions 

The members unanimously approved the following proposals from the committee: 

• From now on the club year will coincide with the calendar year 

• The annual AGM will be held every year at the end of November or  beginning of December 

• Part of the expenses for the Club Presentation Night on 13th December 2006 and the equivalent 
Presentation at the end of 2007 will be met by the club.  For December 13th 2006 the club will   
provide 200CHF.  The remaining expenses will be shared by the club members. 



• The club membership fee will stay unchanged at 50CHF for Annual membership and 20CHF for 
temporary (4 month) membership. 

4 Accounts 

The new treasurer, Markus Brugger, presented the partial accounts which showed the status of the club 
funds.  In summary, the club had invested roughly two thirds of its first year revenue of ~7000CHF in film 
making equipment.  Markus noted that some members have not yet paid the membership fee for 2006.  

After discussion the following decisions were made unanimously: 

• Markus will send a reminder to the people who have not paid the club fees. For those who do not 
pay after the reminder, the fee will be written off.  

• The membership fee for real actors/actresses who are invited to participate in club projects in the 
future may be waved.  

It was noted that UBS charges 7CHF per month for the club account.  5CHF is for posting a bank statement, 
which isn’t required but as an association, it was not an option to disable this service.  The new treasurer will 
investigate moving the club account to another bank such as the Postbank, however, it was noted that it may 
be a requirement of the CCC that the club account be with UBS.  This will be checked. 

 

Minutes written by Stefan Roesler and edited by Quentin King 

Geneva, 17 December 2006 


